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This paper deals with the problem of using symbolic algebra to count the solutions of lnho- 
mogeneous systems of algebraic equations. A trick is presented whereby the faster algorithms 
for the homogeneous ease can be used in the in.homogeneous ca e. The method is applied to 
the cyclic n-roots studied by one of the authors (and sometimes referred to as solutions to 
Arnborg's ystem or Davenport's problem). 
In t roduct ion  
Suppose we have got a system of polynomial equations 
(s) /1(~1,...,  ~)  =. . .  = /N(~I , . . . ,  ~,) = 0 
over some field k. 
To decide whether (S) has a finite number of solutions (in the algebraic losure of k), 
to count the solutions, or to actually determine them on a computer, one can calculate a 
GrSbner basis (see e.g. Buchberger (1985)) for the ideal ( f l , . . . ,  fly) in k[~:l,...,  ~r~]. If  
the ordering of the monomials is pure lexicographic, one sees by direct inspection of the 
basis elements whether the number of solutions is finite and, at least in favourable cases, 
one can get the solutions by successive substitutions. There are GrSbner packages in e.g. 
MACSYMA, MAPLE, MATEMATICA, and aEDUCE. A particularly fast program is MACAULAY~ 
see Bayer-Stillman (1990), which works in finite characteristic. However, also problems 
which look "small" can take a very long time or even be untractable. If our system of 
equations is homogeneous and we work with total reverse lexicographical ordering, the 
calculation is usually much faster. 
We will present a trick which makes it possible to apply to inhomogeneous systems 
of equations the fast algorithms for the homogeneous case. We will apply the method 
to an example known to be computationally hard, see Arnborg (1988) and Davenport 
(1987). Section 1 consists of the reduction to the homogeneous case, and Sections 2 and 
3 contain the applications to our example. 
I .  Homogeniz ing  
Let (S) be our system of polynomial equations. For notation and basic facts in commuta- 
tive algebra, we refer to Zariski-Samuel (1958 and 1960). Let I be the ideal ( f t , . . - ,  fN), 
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and let I = Q1 N . . .  N Qr be a primary decomposition. Then (S) has finitely many 
solutions if and only if P~ = v/-~i has height n for each i. If so, the number of solutions 
(counted with multiplicity)is ~'~,r=l l (k[z l , . . .  ,zn]e,/Qip,), see Zariski-Samuel (1958), 
Ch IV, ~13. We homogenize (S) to 
(H) =. . .  = Zd gSNS (xlI ,...,  ,lz) = O. 
Then there is a one-one correspondence b tween solutions of (S) and solutions of (H) 
with homogeneous coordinates (a0;.. .  ; an-l ;  1), see Zariski-Samuel (1960), Ch VII, §§5,6. 
The drawback to homogenizing is that we also get solutions "at infinity", i.e. with 
homogeneous coordinates (b0;... ;b, - l ;0) .  We now show how to get rid of these new 
solutions. Let I_~ C P = k[zl, . . . ,xn,z]  be the ideal generated by the homogenized 
! H H polynomials, and let Ix = Q~ n . . .  n Qr n Q1 M... n Q, be a primary decomposition, with 
I~ = AQ} corresponding to finite solutions and I~ = NQ~ ~ to solutions at infinity. To 
show that (S) has a finite number of solutions, we have to show that P/(Q~ n. . .nQ~r)  = 
/ /~ - @~(R~)i has dimension zero projectively, i.e. has Krull dimension one. If so, the 
number of solutions is the degree (or multiplicity) of R~, and the Hilbert series of R~, 
i.e. Hilb(R~;~) -- ~i>0 dimo(R~/)i t~, can be written Hilb(R~;t) -p ( t ) / (1  - t ) ,  where 
p is a polynomial. Then deg(R~z ) -p (1 ) .  Thus we want to calculate Hilb(R~;t). We 
use the following simple lemmas: 
Lemma 1. Let A be an ideal and z an element in a commutative ring. I rA : (z re+l) = 
A : (zm), then A :  (z k) = A:  (z "~) for a/l k > m 
Proof" Suppose that k > re_ I t  is enough to prove that A : (z k) = A : (zk-1) But 
z e A : (z ~) iff xz ~-m-1 eA : (zm+l), and x e A : (z k- l)  iff xz k-m-1 e A : (zm). 
Hence the result follows from the hypothesis. 
Lem_ma 2. Let R be a commutative ring, and I and J ideals, and z ~ I an element in 
R. Suppose that the image of z is a non-zerodivisor in R/ I ,  and that z M E J. Then 
(Zn J)  : (zm) = I for m > M. 
Proof. Let m >__ M, and let z E I. Then ~z m E I f l J ,  since z m E J. Thus I C 
( IN  J)  : (z m) if m >_ M. Suppose xz m E In  J. Then x E I, since z, and thus z m, is a 
non-zerodivisor mod I. Thus (I n J) : (z m) C I for all m > M. 
Lemma 3. Let R be a graded Noetherian ring, and let z be a homogeneous element in 
R. Then 
Hilb(R/(0 : (z'*)); = Hi lb(R;  t) - I t i l b (M(z  m); t) 
tm 
Furthermore, this power series decreases (coett~cient-wise) with increasing m and stabi- 
lizes. 
Proo£ The exact sequence 
0 ,R  , ]V(z  ,0, 
where the first non-trivial map is multiplication by z m, gives the equality. The sequence 
of ideals 0 : (z m) is obviously increasing, and it stabilizes ince R is Noetherian. 
We summarize and conclude this section with a proposition which shows how to 
calculate the number of solutions of an inhomogeneous system of equations by homoge- 
nizing. 
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Proposit ion.  Let (S) be the (inhcrnogeneous) system of polynomial equations 
f l ( z l , . . . ,Zn)  = "'" = IN (Z l , . . . ,Z , )  = O, let I = ( f l , . . . , fN )  in k[x l , . . . , z , ] ,  and let 
I = Q1 n .. .  n Qr be a primary decomposition. Let f i ,H(z l , . . . ,x ,~,z)  = 
zdegy'f i (z l /z , . . ,  zn/z) ,  let IH be the idea/ ( f l ,H , . . . ,  fN, It) in P = k [z l , . . . z , ,  z], let 
Ia = Q~ n . . . fq Q'r fl Q'I' N . . . fl Q'; be a primary decomposition with I~ = flQ~ corre- 
sponding to finite solutions and I~ = NQ~' to solutions at infinity, let RH = P/ IH,  and 
let R' H = P/I'~I. Then we have: 
(i) The power series H~(t)  = (a i lb(~/Zs;t )  - H i lb(e/U, ,  + (z~) ;0 ) / t  m d~cre~es 
(coefficient-wlse) wi~h increasing m and stabilizes to a series H(t). 
(ii) I£ Hm+l(t) = Hm(t), then Hrn(t) = H(t) = Hilb(P/(IH : (z'~);t). 
(iii) IH : (z m) = I~ if m >> 0. Hence H(t) = Hilb(I~'tt;~ ).
(iv) The system (S) has finitely many solutions iff H(t) = p( t ) / (1 - t )  for some polynomial 
p(t). I f  so, the number of solutions (counted with multiplicity) is p(1). 
Proof. (i) is Lemma 3 for R = m/I,  and (ii) follows from (i) and Lemma 1. We have 
zH: (z ~) = (n(Q~ : (z~)))  n (n(Of  : (z"~))). But O~: (z ~) = O~, since ~ ¢ v/-~,', a~d 
Q~': (z ra) = (1) i fm >> 0, since z m 6 Q~' i fm >> 0. Thus we have proved (iii). Finally, 
(iv) follows from (ii) and the reasoning in the beginning of this section. 
2. Count ing  cyclic n-roots 
We consider the system of equations (over C) 
(A.) 
z0 + zl +- . .+  z,_l  = O, 
zoz l+z lz2+" '+zn-2Zn- l+zn- l zo - -O ,  
ZoZlZ2"~-Z lZ2Z3+' ' '+Zn- - lZoZ l  -- O, 
ZoZ I ' ' 'Zn -2+ "'''~'Zn--lZO'''Zn--3 --" O, 
ZOZl "''Zn--I -- I. 
This example stems from the problem of finding all "bi-eqnimodular ~' vectors z 6 C n, i.e. 
all z with coordinates of constant absolute value such that the Fourier transform of x is 
a vector with coordinates of constant absolute value, see Bjhrck (1985) or Bjhrck (1989). 
This problem is equivalent to the problem of finding all solutions (z0,zl, . . . ,  zn-~) of 
(An) with all [zj[ = 1. The relation between z and z is z i = Zj.l .1/z j .  We find the 
algebraic problem interesting in its own right, and we do not restrict ourselves to a prime 
n or to solutions with all their coordinates of absolute value one. We call the solutions 
of our system of equations cyclic n-roots. In this section, we will apply our proposition 
to the case (S) = (An). 
For another application (as explained in the beginning of Section 3 below) of our 
method to the system (An), see Bj6rck (1989). 
If the homogenized system corresponding to (A,) has finitely many solutions, it has 
n! solutions according to Bezout's theorem. This is true e.g. for n = 5. From these 
n! solutions we must subtract (in set-theoretical meaning) the solutions at infinity. For 
n > 5, the homogenized system always has an infinite number of solutions. Still we can 
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subtract the (infinitely many) solutions at infinity with our method, and we will prove 
that  (A , )  has a finite number of solutions for n < 7, n ~ 4. We do not know whether 
(An) has finitely many solutions for all prime n, but 3. Backelin (1989) has shown that 
i fp  ~ divides n for some prime p, then (An) has infinitely many solutions. 
Since the available computers and programs were not powerful enough to make all the 
calculations in characteristic zero, we started by some calculations in finite characteristic. 
The following statements for n = 5,6 and 7 hold in characteristics 11, 13, 17, 31963, 
31973, 31981, 31991, and 32003 (and many others): 
n=5.  With MACAULAY, we calculate Hilb(RH; t), Hilb(Rn/(zh);t), 
and tti lb(RH/(z6); t). We get (for each considered prime characteristic) 
Hilb(RH;t) = (1 + 45 + 952 + 1553 + 2054 + 225 s + 2056 + 1557 + 95 s + 459 + 51°)/(1 - ~), 
and from this and the other two series, we get 
= Hilb(Rg; t) - Hilb(RH/(ZS); t) 
(Hs) t s 56 
= (1 + 45 + 95 ~ + 14t 3 + 1454 + 1355 + 1056 + 557)/(1 - t). 
Hilb(RH; 5) - tIitb(Rg/(zh); t) 
Thus we can conclude that (in each 
1+4+9+14+14+13+10+5=70 solutions of 
time used on a desk computer to calculate 
n=6.  We get 
considered prime characteristic) there are 
the original system of equations (As) • The 
ach Hilbert series was 50 seconds or less. 
H i lb (R~;t )  = (1 + 45 + 952 + 1553 + 2054 + 2255 + 1956 + 1157 
+ t s _ 759 _ 10t 10 _ 12511 _ 10t 12 _ 5513 + 2515)/(1 - t) 2 
and 
Hilb(Rx; t) - Hilb(RH/(ZS); t) _ Hilb(RH; t) - Hilb(1~H/(ZT); t) 
56 -- 57 
= (1 + 45 + 9t 2 + l l t  3 + 54)(1 + 5 + t ~ + 5 a + 54 + 55) / (1  -- t) .  
Thus the number of solutions is 156. (The calculating times were 14 minutes or less per 
tI i lbert series). 
n=7.  We get 
Hi lb(RH;t)  = (1 + 55 + 1452 + 2953 + 4954 + 7156 + 9056 + 10057 + 965 s + 7659 
+ 43P ° + 7511 _ 16t 1~ _ 34513 _ 45~14 _ 45515 _ 34516 _ 16517 + 0t is + i19)/(1 - 5) 2 
and 
(HT) 
Hilb(RH; 5) - Hilb(RH/(zT); t) _ Hilb(/~H; t) - Hilb(RH/(ZS); t) 
t 7 - ~s 
= (1+55 + 1452 + 2953 +4854 + 35~5)(1 +t  +52 +53 + 54 + 55 + is ) / (1  - t). 
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Thus the number of solutions is 924. Each calculating time was 9 hours or less. 
We now claim that in characteristic zero, the number of solutions of (As), (As), and 
(AT) is also 70, 156, and 924, respectively. The authors are grateful to D. Lazard for 
pointing out that this is not trivially a consequence of the results in finite characteristic. 
In Section 3, we will exhibit 70, 156, and 924 solutions of (As), (As), and (AT) in 
characteristic zero. Thus, to complete the proof of our claim, it is enough to prove that 
the number of solutions in characteristic zero is less than or egual to 70, 156, and 924, 
respectively. By Lemma 3, it is enough to prove that (in characteristic zero) the first 
member of (/-/7) equals the third member, and similarly for (g~) and (Hs). Hence it 
suffices to verify that the relevant Grbbner bases (for total reverse lexicographical order) 
in characteristic zero and in the considered prime characteristics have the same initial 
forms. For n = 5, we did this without difficulties with R~.D~JCF.. For n = 6, rtEDOCV. 
(version 3.3) proved this result on a SUN 4 in 10 hours. For n = 7, a fast Grbbner 
program (for homogeneous systems in characteristic zero), developped for this purpose 
by :I. Backelin, see Backelin & Frbberg (1991), gave the positive answer after 400 hours 
on a SUN sparcserver 490. These calculations complete the proof of our claim. 
Since we have given calculating times in different computer and program environ- 
ments, we conclude this section by the following two comparisons: Backelin's program 
handled n = 6 in 10 minutes on a SUN 4, as compared to 10 hours for REDUCE on the 
same computer. A MACAULAY calculation for n = 7 took 30 minutes, when repeated on 
a SUN 4, as compared to 9 hours on a desk computer. 
3. A concise list of all cyclic 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, and  7-roots 
In this section we use some terminology which is explained in more detail in Bjbrck (1989). 
In particular we will consider cyclic n-roots of low "indez", which (for prime n and all 
[zj[ = 1) corresponds to considering bi-equimodular x (see the beginning of Section 2), 
which take few values in a specific way. We will calculate all low index solutions for n - 5 
and 7, using shorter calculations than those needed for general solutions. The number of 
low index solutions found happens to coincide with the total number of solutions. Thus 
our method allows us to find rapidly all solutions for these n. For n = 6, we work in the 
same way with solutions of a special form. 
In Bjbrck (1989) our method is used to prove that for any prime n (which must 
be _= 1 (mod 6) for "index three" to make sense), there are only finitely many cyclic 
n-roots of index three. The proof involves a few seconds' computer work in characteristic 
2. 
n -2 .  We have two solutions, ( i , - i )  and ( - i ,  i). 
n~-3. The equations give that zl, z2, and z~ are the roots of the equation z3 -  1 = 0. 
There are six roots of our system of equations, corresponding to all permutations of the 
third roots of unity. 
n--4. The first two equations are (zl + zs) + (z2 + z4) = 0 and (zl + z3)(z2 + z4) = O, 
or equivalently, zl = - za  and z2 = -z4. Thus the solutions are (~, 1 /~, -~, -1 / t )  and 
( t , -1 / t , - t ,  l / t)  for an arbitrary complex number t # 0. Note that there are infinitely 
many solutions in this case in accordance with the result of Backelin, mentioned at the 
beginning of Section 2. 
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n=5.  First, the "classical" solution is (1,w ~, w2k,w3~,w 4k) with w = exp(2rl /5),  
and 1 < k < 4, see BjSrck (1989). The entries can be cyclically permuted so we get 20 
solutions. Secondly, we have the solutions (e, l /e, 1,1,1), where e ~ + 3e + 1 = 0. These 
can be cyclically permuted, multiplied by w k, and read backwards, so one value of e gives 
rise to 5.5-2 = 50 solutions. The other value of e gives the same set of solutions, since the 
product of the two values of e is one. We have thus found in total 70 different solutions. 
Since there are at most 70 solutions, we have found them all and furthermore showed 
that  they all have multiplicity one. 
n=6.  The "classical" solutions are replaced by (w,w~,ws,wv,wg,w11) where w is 
a fixed primitive ~welfth root of unity, and the entries can be cyclically permuted and 
read backwards. Hence there are twelve solutions of this type. Secondly, we have the 
solutions (e, l/c, 1, 1, 1, 1), where e 2 + 4e + 1 = 0. Reasoning as in the case n = 5, we 
see that these give rise to 6 • 6 • 2 = 72 solutions. Inspired by the situation for n = 7 
(see below), we studied solutions of the form (a, b, e, 1/c, i/b, l /a) .  With MACAULAY we 
showed that there are 12 solutions of this form, and these are easily identified as 4 and 
8 instances respectively, of the two types of solutions just considered. Correcting a mis- 
take in a preliminary version of this paper, D. Lazard gave us the remaining solutions. 
These can be found by looking for solutions of the form (a, b, c, 1/a, 1/b, l /c).  Substitut- 
ing this vector into (As), we find that it is a solution iff the following ~hree quations 
hold: a2bc q- ab2c -+ abe 2 q- ab q- ac + bc = 0, a2b2c -1- ab2c 2 q- bc 2 -f c + a q- a2b = O, 
a2b2c 2+ b2c 2 + c 2 q- 1 q- a z + aZb 2 = 0. To find these solutions, we used MAPLE to calculate 
a GrSbner basis of the ideal generated by the left members of these equations. When we 
let c be the last element o eliminate, MAPLE failed, but when we used b instead, the four 
elements of the resulting GrSbner basis were 4a - 4c a + 8be 2 + bSc + 7b6c + 964c + 7bZc + 
4e+ b 9 q- 6b 7 + 6b 5 q- 6b 3 -  3b,4c 4 - 8be a + bgc+ 867c+ 12b5c- 4b3c-  be+ b s q- 6b 6 - 
2b 4 - 14b 2 - 3,462c 2+ 4e 2 - bgc - 4b7c + 866c + 8bZc - 3be + b s + 6b s + 2b 4 - 2b 2 + 1, and 
(b 2 -t- 1)(b s + 4b 6 - 6b 4 + 4b 2 -b 1). The calculation took 45 minutes, and when we repeated 
it with Backelin's above-mentioned program, it took 5 seconds. Using the zero b = i of 
the last polynomial, we find that c 4 - 2ic a + 2ic + 1 = 0 and a = c 3 - 2ic 2 + 2i = -1 /c .  
Writing c = id, and d + 1/d = f ,  we get the solutions (i/d, i, id , - id , - i , - i /d ) ,  where 
d ~- fd+l  =0 with f2_2 f_2= 0. One value of f gives reald,  and no value o f f  
gives d of absolute value one. These solutions can be multiplied by a sixth root of unity, 
but since the product of the roots of the d-equation is one, "reading backwards" gives 
no new solutions. A three step cyclic permutation followed by multiplication with -1 (a 
sixth root of unity) has the same effect as replacing d by l id.  Thus only three cyclic 
permutations give different solutions. Since there are 4 values of d, we have so far found 
4 • 3 • 6 = 72 solutions of this type. We have thus already found all 156 solutions, and 
they are all of multiplicity one. It is easy to check that in fact the other zeros of the last 
element in our Gr5bner basis gives the same set of solutions as b = i does. 
n=7.  First we have the "classical" solution (1,wk,w2~,w~,w4k,ws~,wsk) here 
w = exp(2~ri/7), and 1 < k < 6. There are 6 possible values of k, and the entries 
can be cyclically permuted. Thus we have found 42 solutions, all with their entries of 
absolute value one. One solution of "index one", see BjSrck (1989), is the "c-solution" 
(e, i /c ,  1, 1, 1, 1, 1) where e 2 +5e+ 1 = 0. Reasoning as in the case n = 6, we see that this 
gives rise to 7 .2 .7  = 98 solutions. None of these have all entries of absolute value one. 
One solution of "index two", see Bj;Srck (1989), is (d, d, d, 1, d, 1, 1) where 2d2+ 3d+ 2 = 0. 
There are two (conjugate) solutions, and we can read backwards, cyclically permute, and 
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multiply by w ~. This gives 2-2.7.7 -- 196 solutions. All of these have all entries of absolute 
value 1. To determine the solutions of "index three", we investigated solutions of type 
(a, b, c, 1, 1/c, l/b, l /a ) .  It turns out that vectors of this form are solutions of (AT) iff the 
following ~hree quations are satisfied (simple calculation for n = 7, or consequence of a 
general result in Bjhrck (1989)): a+b+c+l+l/c+l /b+l/a - O, ab÷bc÷c÷l /c÷l /bc÷ 
1/ab÷l = 0, and abcWbc÷l÷l/bc÷l/abc÷l/b÷b = O. After multiplying by least common 
denominators we get the ideal (a2bc÷ab2c÷abc2+abcWbc÷ac-l-ab, a2b2cWab2c2÷abc~÷ 
ab÷a÷c÷abc, a262c2÷ab%2÷abc÷a+l÷ac÷ab2c). A Grhbner basis was calculated with 
MAPLE (on a SUN 4 in about two hours). Its fou~ elements are: 441b÷990clS÷8562e 17-
5c is _ 71986c is _ 150076c14_ 214072c is - 240532c 12 - 185728c 11 - 124306c 1° -  35282c 9÷ 
85524cs÷ 153728c7÷214072c s ÷240532c ~ ÷ 184738e 4 ÷ 115744c3÷ 34846c ~-  13538c- 3652, 
(c -  1)(441a- 275c 1 ~ - 2702c is - 3101c 15 ÷ 17068c 14 ÷ 62245c la ÷ 127513c 12 ÷ 202063c 11 ÷ 
262659cl° +303801cg ÷ 317612cs ÷295208cT ÷ 248219cs ÷182951ch ÷108401c4 ÷47639cS + 
9365c 2- 4047c - 1812), -441a 2 - 2205a - 1727c Is - 15292c 1~ - 2945c 16 ÷ 126603c is + 
287133c 14 ÷ 418089c 1~ ÷ 482265c 12 ÷ 394985c 11 ÷ 267331c ~° ÷ 94321c ~ - 141605c s - 
299908c ~- 418089c s - 482706e ~- 393699c 4 - 250275c ~- 91817c ~ ÷ 14561c ÷ 12334, and 
(c -  1)(c 6 ÷ c 5 + c 4 + c s + c 2 ÷ c+ 1)(c 12 + 9c 11 ÷ 3c 1° -  73c 9 
- 177c s - 267c 7 - 315c s - 267c 5 - 177c 4 -- 73c s ÷ 3c ~ ÷ 9c + i ) .  
The last element gives c = 1 (which gives the e-solution), or c = w ~ (which gives 
the classical solution), or that c is one of the other twelve different solutions of the 
polynomial equation. (The equation of degree twelve is in fact d 6 + 9d 5 - 3d 4 - 1 I8d 3 - 
180d 2 - 3d÷ 43 = 0, where d -- c + 1/c.) Six of these twelve values give rise to solutions 
with entries of absolute value one, the other six give solutions with real entries (not of 
absolute value one). These twelve solutions can be most easily described with the concept 
of "association" in Bjhrck (1989), as follows: If one solution is (a, b, c, 1, I/c, l /b,  1/a), 
with e.g. a ~ 2.738895317095, b ~ 3.436680125767, c ~ -0.1298393513967, or a 
exp(4.3128389787245i), b ~ exp(1.356227956787/), c ~ exp(1.900668281165i), then two 
others are (ab, c, 1/bc, 1, bc, l/c, 1/ab) and (abe, 1/bc, b, 1, l/b, bc, 1/abc), and all three can 
be read backwards. Thus we get two packages of six solutions by associating and reading 
backwards. A routine numerical check shows that the six solutions in each package really 
are different. Our twelve solutions can be cyclically permuted and multiplied by w k. This 
gives 12.7.7 = 588 solutions. In total we have thus found 42+98-{-196+588=924 solutions, 
i.e. we have found (and presented) them all, and they must all have multiplicity one. 
Historical and terminological note 
The background of the relevant parts of the papers by Arnborg (1988) and Davenport 
(1987) was a question asked by one of the present authors when working with the system 
(An), first presented in Bjhrck (1985). Thus we suggest that our neutral (and more 
suggestive) terminology "cyclic n-roots" be used in the future rather than "Arnborg's 
system", "Davenport's problem" etc. 
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